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INTRODUCTION

The risk control can be understood as the process of monitoring plant performance indices, efficient
actions taken to hold or/and recover the plant state inside the safe region and hold the risk inside
prescribed limits. The performance of risk control provides two important issues. First, to enable the
society and regulatory body to observe/control the risk and operational safety, trend of degradation
or improvement, and on the relative basis compare with other, well-known hazards. The important
information which should be offered to the public is distribution of the risk with regard to consequence
type, size and frequency and the possibility to monitor and take the part in decisions about acceptance
and influence on "particular" risk. Second, the allocation of top level risk indices to plant performance
indices is used as main mechanism of decision support system for both decision levels (regulatory and
operational). The main scope of the work is, to integrate the plant performance indices by using the
safety indicators and the top risk level indices as an objectives or constraints, into the "Living" PSA
concept. The intention is, to set the basis for the Advisory System (AS) by which better use of the
PSA analysis of a plant can be achieved.

CONCEPT AND ARCHITECTURE OF SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR RISK CONTROL -
DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION

Concept of AS (See Fig. 1) is based on combining analytical and reasoning processing of knowledge
and information. The analytical processing includes solution of Muitiobjective Decision-making
problem. This part include the decision making module and corresponding data bases. The role of this
part is to optimize the parameters of components reliability. The starting point of this analytical
processing is risk definition on different levels as an objective which society and the plant staff accept
as tolerable. By using the logic of plant model and operating experience, embodied as failure rates,
and decision parameters data, the reduced amount of component reliability parameters are produced.
These components are those by which we can most efficiently influent risk. So, the first part yields
the sets of components and theirs reliability parameters. First, the list of components which we use
for safety indicators observing. Second, tne list of those components/actions by which reliability
improvements are possible to improve the risk on most effective way. The role of second part of AS
is to serve the user with the following information and knowledge:
- trend of plant safety/risk degradation,
- what are the main contributors for such trends,
- what is the "reserve" of risk with regard of tolerable risk,
- changing of the risk curve profile for every policy, (consideration of different weighting of risk

acceptability depending from consequence type, frequency and size),
-prioritization of actions for safety/nsk degradation prevention and stabilization, etc.
The first step in a decision making problem is the definition of a set of objectives that each alternative
is trying to satisfy and for each objective the definition of an attribute or measure of effectiveness. An
attribute provides a quantitative measurement of the degree to which the corresponding objective has
been achieved. The relationship between the undesirable consequences (risk attributes) of an accident
in the plant and the reliability measures of the various components is presented in matrix formalism.
The AS elements concepts are briefly considered in next paragraphs.

Risk Curve Partitioning:
s risk curve is a common way to describe relation between probability and consequence. In

Decision Making process often appears that such relation condense in a mathematical expectation as
a deterministic measure. This approach, however, looses a great deal of information in the problem's
transformation from probabilistic to deterministic decision making problem. Instead of only studying
one risk objective, the expected value function, by the partitioning of risk curve generates additional
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conditional risk objectives and thereby preserves more information about the problem,s inherent
randomness. Partitioning the probability axis into n regions yields n conditional risk functions. The
choice of partitioning has a large impact on the values of the conditional expected risk functions. In
fact, the generated nsk function that represents extreme events is of primary interest. The generation
of new risk function means increasing of attributes in our multiobjective problem, (so-called
Partitioned Multiobjective Risk Method). The PMRM partitions the probability axis into a set of n
ranges, where the selection of n depends on the characteristics of the Decision Making problem and
process. However, there are typically three such ranges. There are three conditional expected risk
functions of the decision variable s for each of three ranges: f,(s) represents the high probability, low-
damage conditional expectation; f^s) represents the intermediate probability, intermediate damage
conditional expectation; f,(s) represents the low-probability, high damage conditional expectation; and
f«(s) represents the common (unconditional) expectation.

ility Cost Function:
itroduction of reliability cost attribute is necessary, since economic consideration are important

in any (even regulatory} decision making concerning production generation from plants. In the absence
of economic considerations the problem would be equivalent to answering the vague question of "how
safe is safe enough" and impossible to satisfy the principle "remove first the risks that are cheapest
to remove". The current PR A models do not take into consideration the costs related to the reliability
of the plant. If the PRA model is to be used in a methodology that compares alternative reliability
allocations of the plant, the cost involved becomes an important element. The type of cost we are
interested in this case is that associated with achieving a particular level of reliability for plant
components. The cost function include all technologically feasible unreliabilities for component. In
that respect "cost" is a measure of the "degree of difficulty" in achieving a specific level of
unreliability.

Multiobjective Optimization Model:
An optimization problem has to deal with finding "optimum" solutions of objective functions and
corresponding decision variables satisfying constraints. Constraints can be imposed both on the
objective functions and on the decision variables. The decision variables & which we are interested in
would be the following:
- unavailability of subsystems and components including human errors, maintenance, failures, recovery

actions, etc.
- initiator frequencies (vector f)
- failure probabilities of release protection measures (affects elements of plant release matrix £ )
- Site parameters (affects the elements of site matrix 5)
- Emergency planning parameters (affects the elements of site matrix §)
It is worthwhile to mention that not every item in the list above has to be considered. This will depend
on the level of detail and on the purposes of the analysis.

Preference Assessment:
Once the set of inferior solutions is assessed, a choice among the elements of this set is necessary. The
preference assessment in the outcome space (objective space) is rather involved task, because of
multitude of the attributes and because the decisionmaker is not a single individual. The primary
motivation of current approach is to give a full exposition of the problem to the decisionmaker and
to those who have to accept the decision. The basic premise here is, following the value theory of
information, that the more is understood about the decision problem, (he easier preferences on the
outcomes can be articulated and understood. In the multiattribute decision making, knowledge that is
required to make an appropriate decision can be divided into three categories: (I) knowledge about
attributes and their structure, (2) knowledge about alternatives, and (3) knowledge about utilities
(preferences). For the reader's impression on Fig.2. is shown the example o f point by point
representation of aggregate utility function.

SAFETY/RISK INDICATORS

>•• The NPPs have a very large number of components. Because of that, it is very difficult to include all
these components as an plant safety degradation indices. So, we introduce the category of safety

'• indicators by which we observe the plant safety degradation. The safely indicators we understand as
a plant performance indices which have a significant impact on global risk indices. They are defined

; as an reliability/availability parameters of components, operator actions or operating conditions which
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have an attribute that the risk objectives are very sensible on their changing (degradation). We
introduce the following types of safety indicators:

System unavailability indicators: These are the system unavailability parameters (system average
unavailability, system unavailability rate, or pointwise unavailability) which are caused by component
failure, operator error, support system or operational/maintenance configuration.

Component/system degradation indicators: These are the parameters of worse operational condition
state of component. The indicators for such degraded processes of components are: degradation of
component operation parameters, other degradations which are found by inspection, failure rate
tendency, harsh environment.

PJant staff reliability degradation indicators: These are the parameters of plant staff reliability through
the operational, surveillance and maintenance activities. Such parameters have to depict on some way
the knowledge, skill and safely culture of plant stuff. The indicators are: human error rates, human
induced plant shutdown, low quality production caused by operators, pure results on refreshment
training, etc.

SECOND PART OF ADVISORY SYSTEM - EXPERT SYSTEM

The second part of the AS is essentially the knowledge based system which on the request of operator
mediate the information. In the Knowledge Base (KB) of the AS are flows in the three information
categories:
- the optimized and redistributed top level risk indices on plant performance indices,
- the "current" plant risk indices, and
- the list of plant protection measures.

Decision Making Module as a Knowledge BliiC PM8. Sfflircc*
The dccjsioivinaking; module feed the KB with a set of component reliability/availability parameters
which yields by risk allocation procedures. For instance it is possible to generate the noninferior sets
in the decision space on following way:

(a) Do not consider a specific cost function but identify the set of "maximum" solutions that satisfy
the safety criteria constraints (the limit between the unacceptable and tolerable risk - Fig.2).
"Maximum" is in the sense that for solution point that satisfy the constraints there is no other solution
in the set that has higher or equal unavailability.
(b) The same as (a), but identify the set of "minimum" solutions that satisfy the "lover" safety criteria
constraints - the limit between the tolerable and acceptable risk (see Fig.2.).
(c) Assume a cost function and solve the single-objective optimization problem of minimizing cost,
subject to the safety criteria constraints.
(d) Assume a cost function an do not consider a specific set of safety criteria and identify the set of
all solutions that are noninferior. That is, identify all solutions that cannot be improved in any one of
the objectives without degrading some of the other objectives.
By comparison of component availability parameters sets (a) and (b) is possible to reduce the number
or parameters on those which are close (means that drops in narrow ranee). Its mean that the tolerable
degradation of these components without risk limits triggering are very limited. These components are
denned as a "critical components" and they are included in the list of safety indicators. Additional
comparison with the estimated real availability enable us to estimate the "reserve" of tolcrability.
The approach (c) generate the optimal availability parameters given risk constraints. That is, in the
case or top level risk degradation, the listed parameters are good basis for component reliability
improvement ranking.
The approach (d) generate the set of availability parameters on the basis of objectives inferiority. The
further examine needs by appropriate policy makers to determine the preferred one.

CONCLUSION

The advisory system for risk monitoring and control is suggested. The Decision Making procedures
attempt to order options according to relative attractiveness. It was recognized that, since different
levels of safety criteria are attainable at different costs, a solution to the problem will not complete
without a preference assessment (value trade-offs) among the various risk indices. The plant operation
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in safety sense is monitored through pre-defined indicators. On safety/risk degradation indices the
optimal allocation is performed by means of MODM module. The expert system serve the operator
by knowledge about the action which has to be taken on particularly observed plant performance
indices.
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Fig 1 Concept of Advisory System for Plant Risk Management
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